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Acorn Cap

Put the hole of the acorn cap up against your two thumbs in a v shape and blow at the top of a v, making 
a whistle

Throw an acorn cap into a hole in the ground 

Flip an acorn cap and land it on your head

Throw the acorn cap back and forth with another person until it is dropped

Stack acorn caps together to make a object

Ballpoint Pen

Take a ballpoint pen and write an essay with your feet.

Take a ballpoint pen and draw art with your mouth.

Take a ballpoint pen and label and sell it as an expensive piece.

Use a ballpoint pen to sign your name in cursive backwards.

Use a ball point pen to give a fake tattoo to a friend using your feet.

Spinning pen:     Start with the pen between your first and middle fingers; then without dropping it twist it 
into your middle and ring finger. Repeat so that the pen winds up
between your ring and pinky finger then carefully apply pressure to turn the pen back into
the starting position and repeat.

Make a beat:     Tap the pen on different surfaces to produce different sounds. Pretend that
the pens are drum sticks.

Balancing act:     Try and balance the pen on the tip of your finger.

Find your fingerprint:     Color in the pad of your finger with the pen and then press it
down on a clean piece of paper.

Doodle to music:     Once the music starts playing place the pen on the paper and start
randomly drawing without letting the pen off the paper. When the music stop stop doodling.



Balloon

Balloon and Finger Race:     The balloon is to be balanced on the tip of someone's finger and be the first 
to make it to the finish line. If the balloon disconnects from your finger at any point, they must return to the 
start and try again.      

Balloon Competition:     Have a balloon throwing competition. Have each person stand in a row and 
holding a balloon. Aim and throw their balloon seeing whose lands the furthest when it hits the ground. 
Whoever throws theirs the furthest wins!

Hot Potato:     Gather around and sit in a circle. Play a song and while the song is playing pass the 
balloon around from person to person. When the song stops, whoever has the balloon is out. Play until 
the last person remains.

Sticky Balloons:     Using static electricity, challenge someone to rub a balloon on their clothes and see if 
it will stick to their clothes. Time how long the balloon sticks or how many balloons a person can get to 
stick at the same time. You can work in groups to stick multiple balloons to one person. 

Keep it up:     Each person must keep their own balloon in the air by hitting it upwards without letting it 
drop to the ground. While you keep your own balloon in the air, you can also hit other people's balloons in 
attempt to get them out of the game. Play until the last person remains with their balloon in the air.

Try to keep both balloons up in the air for as long as you can without letting them hit the ground. 

Rub the balloons on your or someone else's head to try and get them to stick to you or on something for a 
few seconds. 

Try to pop both balloons at the same time. 

Use the balloons to try and create a creature or animal without making the balloon pop. 

Keep the balloons in the air without using your hands. 

Balloon Volleyball Game:     Using a balloon and another person, hit the balloon back and forth and try 
keeping it in the air as long as possible.

Juggling Balloon Game:     Using three balloons, try and keep all three in the air in a juggling motion.

Pop It Game:     Using the Balloons and people, attach the balloons to your shoes and try to pop the other 
people’s balloon before they pop yours. The last balloon standing wins.

Balance Balloon Game:     Using a balloon, try and balance it on the back of your hand and see how far 
you can walk without it falling.

Soccer Balloon Game:     Using a balloon, try and juggle the balloon with only your feet. To make it harder 
try juggling the balloon and walking forward.

Blow up and try to keep in the air for a minute (could be a competition) 

Fill with certain things (sand, dirt, water etc.) 

Stress ball

Christmas ornament (string and glue) 



Blow up and draw faces 

BIGGEST POP:     Everyone will get a balloon, when they do, they will we get to start using it. The last 
one to pop their balloon while continuously going on blowing air into the balloon wins. 

BALLOON ANIMAL:     Get as much as 5 balloons, then be able to make the best animal with balloons as 
possible. 

THE RACE:     Blow air into your balloon, farthest balloon to go through the class win.

LOUD SOUND:     Loudest balloon pop will win the competition

GUESS THE COLORS:     Blind fold the contestants, first one to figure out the 3 color balloons they have 
will win.

With an inflated balloon do not let the balloon hit the ground while only tapping it with your hands. 
Compete with others if desired.

Talking Balloon - Inflate the balloon but do not tie it. Pinch the mouth of the balloon on each side and pull 
apart to produce noise, a musical note.

Shocking - Using static electricity (by rubbing balloon on clothes) try and get the balloon to stick on a 
surface.

In the Air pt.2 - Same as In the Air but without using your hand and just your body.

Hot Balloon - Same principle as hot potato just with a balloon. Pass around a circle the
first person begins the song hot potato and whoever the song ends on is out of the circle.

Baseball

Hold the baseball in your hand, then toss it toward your own bicep on the same arm which should create 
a bouncing motion sending the ball back to your hand

Balance the ball on the back of your hand, toss it up in the air and catch it (see how many times you can 
do it in a row)

LIGHTLY toss the baseball into the air, getting as close to the ceiling as much as possible. Make sure to 
not hit the ceiling and see how close you can get or challenge others to the same task

Stand up and hold the ball high in the air. Drop the ball and try and catch it as low as possible with the 
same hand, try to beat your best attempts

Find a hard/brick wall, throw the ball at the wall and catch it on the way back (A form of wall ball, it could 
be seen as)

Bottle Caps

Tic- Tac- Toe:     Each person will need bottle caps. One-person’s bottle caps should be facing up and the 
other person’s facing down. Using a piece of paper draw out the tic- tac- toe lines. Use the bottle caps to 
play.



Spin the bottle cap on its side. The goal is to see whose bottle cap spins the longest. 

Bottle Cap Shooter:     To play, draw a circle and place a bunch of bottle caps in the middle of the circle. 
Each player keeps three bottle caps. Taking turns, flick one cap into the circle and try to knock out the 
other caps. The player keeps any caps that goes outside of the circle. Any bottle caps that you knock out, 
is now yours. The play continues until all the caps are knocked out of the circle and someone has the 
most caps OR until a player runs out of bottle caps. 

Have a challenge to see who can stack the most bottle caps without them falling over

See how many times you and a partner can underhand throw the bottle cap and catch it without dropping 
it. To make it more challenging try to catch it with one hand. The pair that last longest without dropping it, 
wins. 

Bouncy ball

How high can you bounce the bouncy ball without it hitting the ceiling

How many times can you bounce it while getting it into a cup

Can you bounce a bouncy ball of the wall with one hand while juggling another in the other hand

Bounce one bouncy ball and try to hit it in the air with another bouncy ball

Tape a toilet paper roll to the bottom of the other side of the table and try to roll the bouncy ball into the 
toilet paper roll

Business Card / Used Gift Card

Paint old ones playing cards or make your own playing card game

Bend them into shapes or origami

Use it as a book mark

Paint it a solid color and make it into a label for something

Cut it into a key ring (if its good paper

Grasp one corner of the card, toss the card like a boomerang, goal is for it to return to you without moving

Pick an object in the room to hit. Stand the card up on one corner and flick the card at the chosen object, 
goal is to hit it or go through a goal-like structure (like a field goal)

Now with the same flicking concept, see how far you can launch the card. Maybe mark your best distance 
and try to beat your high score

Attempt to spin the card on the tip of your finger, goal is to achieve a long duration of spin 

Practice magic tricks, for example a vanishing credit card in your hands (YouTube for visual)

Chalk



Make a side walk mural

Crush up the chalk and mix with water to paint on a canvas

Tie chalk to your feet and try to write your name

Flip chalk and try to get it to land up right

Throw the chalk up really high and catch it in a cup with out it breaking in half

Use chalk to make your grip strength better.

Use chalk to make a mural on a brick wall.

Use chalk to draw on pavement or the sidewalk.

Use chalk as baby powder (please don’t do that).

Use chalk to flip it upside down and around using only your feet.

Hold two different color pieces of chalk in one hand and draw the number “8” **must be at least 6’ tall on 
sidewalk.

Draw a unique object with straight lines 4 to 6 feet in length on sidewalk with chalk color of your choice.

Write your name on sidewalk in all the colors of the rainbow using each color three times.

Draw your pet on the sidewalk using your favorite color chalk.

(Two People) Using two different color pieces of chalk, both must be the same length, draw a line walking 
backwards down the sidewalk, as long as you can until the chalk breaks or wears all the way down.

Hop scotch - draw a hop scotch map and play with friends 

Drawing contest - get some friends together and see who makes the best art

Make a board game - make a giant board game and use yourselves as giant game pieces 

Body outline - outline your body in funny poses

Comic strip - make a whole comic strip on the ground for others to read

Hopscotch game- Draw connected boxes on asphalt in straight line with numbers 1-8 and jump inside 
them on one or both feet. 

Tic tac toe game-whoever get three noughts or crosses in one straight line wins.

The real driver- Draw a little city (street, houses, signs) and pretend that you are a car driver, learn the 
rules.

Counting Hop-Draw the boxes with math equations like: 2+6, 3-1 etc. and hop forward when your answer 
is correct. 



Shape learner-draw all the shapes you know and ask adult to add more which you don’t know yet. 

Mix in water to make paint 

Mix chalk and vinegar for science experiment 

Trace shadows 

Sidewalk checkers: draw checkerboard with chalk and use paper plates as pieces

Tic Tac Toe

Use the chalk to see who can make an interesting picture with it

Try to make a perfect circle

Try to make a self portrait of yourself using an exaggerated feature someone might recognize

Wet chalk and use it like water colors

Color your hair with chalk

Add little white vinegar to white chalk to make fun and clean bubbles

Trace the shadows on the road with the chalk to make a spooky silhouette

Chopsticks

Use chopsticks to make stronger knots

Use chopsticks and rub them together to make a fire

Snap the chopsticks into pieces and make a house

Sharpen the chopsticks and use them as darts

Balance a chopstick on your nose.

Pick a partner. Stand at opposite ends of the room. One person balances a chopstick on tip of finger while 
walking over to partner without dropping the Chopstick. (if you drop it you have to start over) When you 
reach partner, they will repeat and walk to other side of room. 

Place on chopstick on edge of table with end hanging off. Place cup on floor 4-6 ft away. Use second 
chopstick to tap end of first chopstick to make it flip into air off table and land in cup. 

Balance a chopstick, with one sheet of paper on top of it, for as long as you can. 

Balance chopstick on tip of finger. Toss it to finger on opposite hand without dropping it.

Balance, balance!:     Place one chopstick horizontally on a vertical chopstick. Then hold on to the vertical 
chopstick and walk around in circles trying to balance the horizontal chopstick. 



DIY Trivet:     Do you have a hot dish yet nothing to put it on? Well, lay three or more chopsticks vertically 
on a flat surface to cover the bottom of the given dish. Then place the hot dish on the chopsticks. This will 
ensure that the hot dish doesn't touch the table or counter and damage the item.  

Chop War:     With at least one other person grab a chopstick and have a sword fight. The rules with this 
are that with the chopstick try to gently hit your opponent's chest. However, with chopsticks the individual 
can try to block the other chopstick from the other person. Whoever gets their chest hit first, loses!

Copycat:     This is a two or more-player game. With this game one player makes a drumming beat with 
the chopstick on any surface. The other players must replicate the sound. Whoever doesn't do the beat 
exactly then they are eliminated. Whoever is the last one standing wins. 

Pit Stick:     Do you hate pits in your cherries? Well shoving a chopstick in the middle of the cherry can be 
used to remove a cherry pit, with no mess! 

Balance the Chopsticks on the index finger.

Place one chopstick on the other forming a cross and try to balance them.

Use the chopsticks as swords 

Pretend to be a wizard or someone with magic and use the chopstick as a wand.

Hide the chopsticks and see who can find them.

Craft Stems (Pipe Cleaners)

Make a necklace

Make a ring

Braid the pipe cleaners

Make it into a spring

Make shapes

Twist into animal

Make scene with pipe cleaners( example : making a racetrack )

Pick up a pipe cleaner with 2 folded pipe cleaners

Make facial expression out of pipe cleaner

Fold and make stand on 6 points 

Dice



Roll each dice individually. Try to get them to all land on the same number. 

Stack all the dice on top of each other without making them fall. 

Pick a number from 10 to 60 and roll the dice simultaneously to try and get the number you chose. 

Use a few of the dice and try to juggle them. 

Create a shape with the dots on the dice. 

Roll your age in two rolls using 5 dice.

Roll dice trying to make them land in a straight line.

Roll one dice. Juggle the number of dice you rolled.

Add the total of the numbers in your zip code. Roll the total using 5 dice.

Roll all five dice. Add the total of the five dice. Do the total number of push-ups.

Dice multiplication. Roll the dice and have students multiply to practice multiplication. Note: have 
additional dice that go from 6-12 

Roll the dice to see who can roll the highest number. If there is a tied highest number have students who 
rolled the same number re-roll. 

Roll the dice until they’ve rolled each number at least once. (Teaches probability)

Think of a topic then have students roll the dice. Have students name that number of things that relate to 
that topic. Ex. Topic is environment. Student rolls a four. Student needs to say four things that are related 
to the environment

With two or more dice have students add the numbers they rolled to practice addition skills.

Roll five dice, add them all up and see who gets the highest accumulated score.

Roll all the dice in three attempts to get them to show 1,2,3,4, and 5.   

Odds and Evens Game: Roll all of the dice and if you all odd numbers being 1,3 and 5 you win but if you 
roll any even numbers you lose. Play until one person is left.

Roll all the dice and you must roll as many 1s in three attempts. Once you roll a 1 you put it to the side 
and keep rolling. Add up how many you get after the three rolls.

The player’s objective is to roll the five dice and reach 500 points before the others. All the dice are rolled, 
and the player counts the scores. The player passes the dice to the next players. When the player 
manages to get 5000 points, the rest of the players have one round to add their tally.

Dime

Turn the coin on its side and spin it. Try to time how long the coin spins and attempt to beat your record. 



Flip the coin using your thumb and index finger to try and get either heads or tails 10 times in a row. 

Try and balance the coin on one of your fingers for as long as you can without it falling. 

Try to get the coin to stand freely on its side for a few seconds. 

Throw the coin up in the air and try to catch it with your foot so it lands on either heads or tails. 

Take the dime and throw it up in the air and out of 5 tries see how many times it lands on heads or tails.

Using a dime, roll it on the floor and see how far it goes. Once it stops, stand at the spot and see who has 
the farthest distance.

On a table spin a dime and try to stop if with your index finger so that it is standing straight up before it 
stops spinning.

Throw a dime with one hand with your eyes closed and try to catch it in the other hand while your eyes 
are still closed.

Catch the Dime on the Shoe Game: Throw a dime into the air and try to catch it on your shoe and see 
how many times you can do it.

Dollar Bill

Use a dollar bill to make a paper airplane.

Find dollar bills and order them based on the age of the presidents on each bill.

You can make origami out of dollar bills.

You can attempt to fold a dollar bill as much as you can.

You can pay For a house all in dollar bills.

Eraser cap

Take the eraser cap and draw faces on them

Take the eraser cap and suction cup them to a surface and make a picture out of the different color eraser 
caps

Take the eraser cap and color the circular bottom part of the eraser cap and watch the circular pattern 
come off when you put it on a piece of paper

Take a bowl or cup and try to catch as many eraser caps as you can

Take the eraser caps and try to juggle them (will be more challenging since they are smaller; more of a 
challenge:) 

Fidget Spinner



After spinning a fidget spinner in your hand, toss it up into the air and try to catch the center between your 
fingers to have it continue to spin

Spin the fidget spinner slowly, then balance it on the tip of your nose. Continue to try and make it spin 
faster with your fingers while balanced on your nose.

Spin the spinner in your thumb, then try to make it jump from finger to finger while keeping the spin going
Start a spin on the fidget in one hand while holding it up high. 

Place your other arm under the fidget spinner then drop it and try to catch it while keeping it going

Spin the fidget spinner and try to place it on the tip of your elbow, then throw it into the air off your elbow 
and catch it in your hand

Floor Protector (round chair pad)

Air hockey

Frisbee

Wheel into target

Soccer

Weave (roll) it between your fingers

Garbage bag

Carry things

Parachute

Shirt

Potato sack race

Rip it into confetti

Get inside it and race with friends like a sack race

Store something random in it and have friend guess by feeling it

Cut holes into it and pretend to be a ghost

Color it and cut it into pieces to make a collage

Fill it with air and pop it, making a loud noise

Grass (Blade of)

Whistle - put the grass between your fingers and blow to make a whistle



Knot challenge - try to tie a knot in the grass without breaking it

Knot challenge (harder) - try to tie the knot with your mouth and tongue only

Ring - make a cool ring out of the grass if it’s long enough

Tug of war - pull on either side with a friend, who ever gets the biggest side when it breaks wins

Hacky Sack

Using anything but your hands keep the hacky sack up for as long as you can before it
hits the ground

Using anything but your hands keep the hacky sack up for as long as you can with other
people before it hits the ground

How high can you throw the hacky sack in the air and catch it on the back of your hand

Kick the hacky sack in the air and catch it on the brim of a hatHow high can you kick the hacky sack while 
throwing a ball in the air with your hand

Jacks

Place jacks 6 inches apart on ground. Bounce ball through one space at a time (bouncing one time per 
space) without touching any jacks.

Place jacks in circle. Bounce ball through circle across to partner and pick up a jack between each 
bounce. Move around circle until all jacks are picked up.

Toss jacks on floor. Bounce ball off wall one time, picking up jack in between each bounce.

Place 4 jacks in one line and 4 jacks in second line parallel to each other at one side of table. Repeat at 
opposite end of table. Each person roll ball, trying to knock opponents’ ball back between jacks.
 
Stack jacks on top of each other as high as possible without them falling over.

Kendama

How many times in a row can you land the ball on the spike

Catch the ball on each cup without it falling

Throw the kendama in the air and catch it while catching the ball on one of the cups

Flip the kendama and catch it on one of the cups

Hold the ball and catch the kendama on the spike

Labels (Colored File Stickers)

Create a hot and cold game with the sticker colors to find a hidden object



Create googly eyes for every day items if you have a Sharpie

Make a  scavenger hunt for an item

Make a picture with only dots

With a sharpie put letters on the labels and then have the kids match the labels to the correct letters on a 
page

Lacrosse Ball

Bounce, Bounce, Bounce Game: Using the lacrosse ball, bounce it on the floor as hard as you can to see 
how many times you can run under the bounces.

Balance Ball Game: Using the lacrosse ball, throw it in the air and catch it with the back of your hand and 
balance the ball.

Sole to Sole Ball: Using the lacrosse ball, roll the ball with one sole to the other and see how many 
passes you can get in 30 seconds.
Monkey in the Middle: Using the lacrosse ball and three people, two people pass the ball back and forth 
and the other person must try and steal it.

Wall Ball: Using the lacrosse ball and a wall, throw the ball across the wall and catch it and repeat. If you 
drop it or don’t catch the ball, you lose.

Lunch Bag

Fold lunch bag into letter

Stand lunch bag on three points

Fold into paper airplane

Fold into bracelet

Fold into wallet

Make a kite 

Crumple it up and turn it into a ball to play toss 

Wrapping paper for a gift 

Make a paper house 

Fill with paper and make pumpkins out of them for Halloween 

Marbles

Players assigned a certain color and can only hit and knock out marbles in that color. Take turns throwing 
marbles. The more times you hit a marble in your color until the marbles run out the higher your score.



Throw marbles and attempt to create a story around the marbles and how they moved.

Hide five marbles in a room and have students race to find all five.

Throw the marble at the wall so it rolls on the floor and bounces off. The goal is to see who can bounce it 
off the wall, yet still have the shortest distance between the marble and the wall.

See how many times someone can bounce a marble from different distances. 

Marker

Can you flip a marker to land on its bottom

How close can you roll a marker to the edge of a table without it falling off

How many markers can your stack without it tipping it over

Draw a symmetrical object but one side has to be one color and the other side has to be another color

Put a marker in a disc and spin and and try and create an object

Draw animals or friends

Creating different colors with the tip of the sharpie

Masking Tape

Put two long pieces of masking tape in a cross/plus sign shape (+) and hop in between the 4 sections on 
one leg without going out of bounds or touching the tape. More tape can be placed down to make the 
game more difficult. 

Try to make a fun hat (or other kinds of jewelry/clothing item) out of masking tape. 

Get one very big piece of tape and put it on the ground in a straight line. Use it as a balance beam and try 
not to go off the tape (can be done using one leg to make it more difficult). 

Use a piece of masking tape and fold it in half so there is no stickiness. Try to unfold the piece of tape 
without ripping it. 

Put two pieces on the ground far away from each other. Starting from one piece of tape, try and jump as 
close as you can to the second piece. 

Nickel

Nickel Balance Game: Using the nickel, try and balance the coin on its edge as fast as you can.

Spinning Nickel Game: Using the nickel, spin the coin and see how long it can spin for. The longest it 
spins wins.

Where is the Nickel Game: Using the nickel and one other person, have one person put the coin behind 
their back and the other person try and guess which hand has the nickel in it.



Rolling Nickel Game: Using the nickel, stand it up on its edge and blow on the coin to get it to roll forward 
without it falling over. Whoever can get it the farthest wins.

Flick and Catch: Using the nickel, flick the coin with your thumb and index finger and try to catch it with 
the back of your non-dominant hand.

Nut (large 1” wide)

Spin on the table like a top

Roll it onto one side

Throw it up and catch between thumb and index finger

Drop and kick it up to yourself

Try to weave it through fingers

Paper (8 x 10

Make paper air plane

Make origami bird

Make a paper hat

Make a paper ball

Fold the paper so that you can try to throw it like one would throw a card

Origami - make an origami structure with the paper 

Paper plane - make a paper plane and try to fly it far

Make a boat - make a boat and see how long it can float

Mask - rip it and make a mask with mouth and eye holes

Fortune teller - make a fortune teller and take your friends fortune

Fold it into a crane or another origami animal

Make a fortune teller and show it off to friends

Make a paper popper to get attention 

Use it as a bib

Cut a hole into it and make a necklace



Paper clip

Unform the paper clip from the original shape and bend and twist it in order to make another shape

Find the opening of a paper clip and connect another paper clip to it and continue to do so to make a 
chain

Put a pencil in the end of the paper clip and make a circle motion therefore you can draw a perfect circle

Get 8 paper clips 4 of one color and 4 of another and play tik tac toe with them!

Color paperclips different colors as well as bend them as you wish, and you can hang them up as 
decoration and or ornaments

Make them into a chain. 

Pick a lock. 

Turn them into S’s to hang things up with

Make them into a Circle. Make them into a square.

Paper Cup

Toss one paper cup in air and try to make it land up right (bottom down or open end down) Toss second 
paper cup and try make it land the same exact way the first cup landed.  

Place one paper cup on table. Flip second paper cup (like penny flip) and try to make it land in first cup.

Set one paper cup floor. Drop second into second paper cup from standing position.

Cut top and bottom ring of paper cup off cup. Create a person or animal using cup for body, cutting ring 
into smaller pieces for legs, hands, head etc.

Cut paper cup in spiral direction to make a slinky.

Three level paper clip structure

Fold paper clips straight then make bracelet

Fold into heart shape

Twist paper clip into spiral earring

Fold paper clip into boxed bracelet

Pencil

Bow For The Brow:     Grab a friend and place a pencil on your upper lip (section between the end of the 
nose, near the nostrils and the top lip). While continuously bowing down, the first person dropped the 
pencil looses. 



The Teacher Bun:     Forgot a hair tie and want to get your hair off your face? Well, luckily you can with a 
pencil! Wrap your hair in a bun form (twist all your hair together and then wraps it in a circular motion to 
make a bun). Then take a pencil stick one pencil diagonal through the bun. For thicker hair, use an extra 
pencil and make an x through the bun. Then you have a perfect stylish bun! 

Promprosal Idea:     Want to ask a special someone to a dance or maybe just ask them out in general? 
Well with pencils you can form letters to put on a flat surface to ask someone out. For instance, if you 
want to ask someone to prom spell out “PROM?” with the pencils. This is perfect for someone who you 
met in school! 

Just Smile:     Have you been feeling sad lately and need to cheer up?  Well placing a pencil in between 
your teeth every day for a minute has been shown to uplift your mood and increase your happiness 
because it makes you smile! 

Drums:     Do you want to make some music with friends? Well, your friends can be drummers with two 
pencils. Going around your house or any environment starts tapping on everything/anything. This could 
be a table, a can, a window, etc. Each surface will make a different sound and you will be a real musician!

Leaper:     Bend the center of the paper clip outward and then place on a flat surface. Press down and 
then release.Leaper - Bend the center of the paperclip outward

Chain:     Link the paper clips together to form a chain.

Make a ring:     straighten out a paper clip and make your own customized ring.

Heart:     Pull the outer and inner loops of the paper clip apart gently and place on the
corner of a piece of paper and now the clip appears to be a heart.

Make a bracelet:     Form a chain of paper clips then close it off so that it is a closed circle.
 

Penny

Flip the penny with your finger and have it land on your head

spin the penny

spin the penny and catch it with your index finger without it falling over

Roll the penny down the hall

Flip the penny with your toe and catch with top of your foot Tennis ball:

Ping pong ball

How many times can you swipe your hand under a bouncing ping pong ball before it hits your hand

How many times can you bounce the ball on tap of a paddle without it hitting the ground

With a partner, bounce the ball across from each other and increase the amount of bounces it takes every 
time. Start over when you fail to 1 up



Dribble 3 ping pong balls at the same tim

Chip the ball with a golf club into a cup of water

Throw  the ball as high as you can. Try to catch the ball with your non-dominant hand before it hits the 
ground. Repeat and try to catch the ball as many times as you can in a row. 

Bounce the ping pong ball on a decent surface to see how high it can go. 

Try to balance the ball on your index finger for as long as you can. 

Try and balance the ball on your head for as long as possible without it falling down. 

Use your feet to try and keep the ping pong ball in the air for as long as you can.

Spinning the ball on a finger

Bouncing the ball from one hand to another

Throwing the ball

Rolling the ball down an arm

Blowing the ball into the air (use a straw)

Bounce - see how long you can bounce it against your hand to keep it off the ground

Flute - poke holes in it to make a flute, or more of an ocarina

Throw - you can throw the ball at a target and see if you can hit it

Distance - see which friend can throw it the furthest 

Off the ground - try and use only you feet and head and chest to keep the ball off the ground

Pong Racing:   Using a flat/hard surface (table, hardwood floor, etc.) grab two pong balls and a friend and 
bounce the pong ball from one end to the other. The first one to reach the other side wins! 

Flickering:     Using a flat hard surface (table, hardwood floor, etc.) flick the ping pong ball to your 
opponent. The first one to not flick the ball back to their opponent loses. 

Dodge That Ball:     This game is a multi-person game. Essentially two people at least stand on opposite 
sides of a room. The players each get five ping pong balls. The goal of the game is to hit your opponent 
with the ball. If you get hit your out, the last person standing wins! Also, players can pick up the ping pong 
balls from the floor to use at their opponent, however if you get hit from a ball that the opponent threw at 
you, then you are out.  

Hunting for The Pong:     This game is open ended, and you can be as creative as you make it. First there 
is a seeker and a hider. The hider hides the ping pong balls anywhere they want. Then the seeker has a 
minute to find as many balls as possible. The time can be tracked by the hider counting. The seeker and 
hider then switch positions and whichever person finds the most balls wins!

Land Mines:     This is a pool game! Using a bucket full of ping pong balls, the players must start at one 
end of the pool and travel to the other side, without touching the balls. If a player touches the ball they 



must start over.  Players must not swim underwater or under the balls and the players can walk in the 
shallow end but must swim in the deep end! The first person to get to the other side without touching the 
balls wins! 

Plastic Chip

Attempt to spin the plastic chips like a dime for a minute.

Bet money on which side a flipped chip will land on.

Use plastic chips to make a game of poker.

Use plastic chips as a form of money.

Give plastic chips to a stranger and say nothing. 

Plastic sandwich bag (sealable)

Blow helium in a plastic bag and leave it for later to make your voice higher.

Take plastic bags and use them as oven mitts.

Take plastic bags and line them with lava and see what happens.

Take a plastic bag and try to balance it on your face for a minute.

Take a plastic bag and line the inside with Carmel, Carmel shaped bag

Take a bag and put them all together to make a large parachute.

Popsicle sticks

Put one stick on the top of your head and walk straight without dropping it.

Put the stick on the table and hold it down with your index finger, then spin it and count how many spins 
you can get.

Create as many shapes as you possibly can.

Build desired object, for example: a house, a car, an airplane etc. 

Build a bird house

Build a house

Balance it on your nose. 

Half the stick on a table, half off, hold the side on the table and make a wobble lay sound by flicking it



Hold it in your fingers and make it wobble. 

Put them in between your fingers like you’re wolverine.

Play-doh

Roll the play-doh into a ball in your hands. Try and pull-out limbs and body parts to create animals out of 
the play-doh

Put the play-doh in between your hands and start rolling, create a noodle-like shape and see how long 
you can make the noodle without it ripping apart

Find an old wall, throw the play-doh at the wall and observe what shape it made or how big the splat was

On the same note, find a friend and both throw play-doh at a wall and whoever's play-doh sticks the 
longest wins

Flatten down the play-doh and toss it into the air like pizza dough. Highest to the ceiling without touching 
wins

Post-It Notes

Shake it Off
Put multiple sticky notes all over your body. Shake your body and attempt to get the sticky notes off. You 
cannot touch or take them off with your hands. They must fall off by moving.

Stick it Fast
Start with about 10 sticky notes. On GO start your stopwatch and see how fast one can stick the sticky 
notes to the wall. Stop the stopwatch when done. Gather up the sticky notes when done and see who has 
the fastest time for putting all of them on the wall. 

Heads Up Post-It Note
Write a random word of your choice on the post-it note. Stick the note on someone's forehead. The goal is 
to use one-word phrases OR hand/ body gestures, so the person can guess the word that's on their head. 
The person acting out the word must not say the word and the person trying to guess their word can ask 
questions.

Who am I?
Write the name of someone famous or well known on a post-it note. Stick it on the back of each person 
participating. Go around the room and ask people yes and no questions to guess who is on your back.

Find Your Animal
Give each person a post-it note with the name of a farm animal on it. The goal is to find the rest of your 
group as quickly as possible. To find the rest of your group you must only make the sound of the animal 
from your sticky note and assemble into groups. Those who assemble into their group the quickest, wins. 

Paper Football Game: Using a post-it notes, make a paper football and play by shooting field goals.

Paper Airplane Game: Using the post-it notes and three or more people, all make a paper airplane, and 
everyone throws theirs at the same time and whoever goes the farthest wins.



Post-it Wall Jump Game: Using the post-it notes, a wall and a couple of friends, everyone gets a post-it 
note and gets a running start to see how high up they can jump and stick their post-it notes on the wall. 
The highest one wins.

Post-its Game: Using 15 post-it notes, stick them to the wall as quickly as you can in the shortest amount 
of time. The one who does it in the shortest amount of time wins.

Post-its Accordion Game: Using a whole pad of post-it notes, stick each post-it on the edge of another 
post-it to make it look like an accordion. Try and see how long you can make it without it breaking.

Origami with post it notes

Try to get the tallest tower with one stack of post it notes each

Make different sculptures with post it notes

Crumble a post it note and try to make it as straight as they can with no creases - try one handed

Who can throw a crumbled post it note the farthest

Make a paper airplane

Make an ant bridge

Make a fortune teller

Make a ball

Make a boat

Fold into flower

See how many post it notes you can fit on arm

Create scene with notes

Create post it note tower

Flip note on hand and catch it with the other side of your hand

Target And Throw!:     Using 6 sticky notes stick it 5 feet across a table, so the post it notes are standing 
upright. Standing 5 feet away from these sticky notes, crumple a different sticky note and try to knock the 
sticky notes over by throwing the crumbled sticky note.  

Shape Art:     Using sticky notes, you can make shapes and designs on windows, fridges, and etc. Be as 
creative as you wish. These shapes can be as simple as a heart and as complicated as Pac man. 

Post It Prank:     Using a pack of sticky notes, prank someone! This could be a parent, a boss, a friend, or 
etc. With this said, take the sticky notes and cover all their things with it. This could be their entire room/
office, their car or even just an item like a phone or computer!  

Post It Clothing:     Tired of boring clothing? Cover your boring clothing with sticky notes! This could be a 
dress, a suit, a skirt, pants, etc. This is a very fashionable and creative clothing design. It can also be 
used for kids dressing up as well!  



Post It Chic Lamp Shade:     Want to spruce up a room? Maye a dorm? Well don’t worry about having a 
boring lamp shade! With sticky notes you can cover a cloth lamp shade to make it more texture appealing 
and more colorful! 

Place post it notes on the floor in a pattern resembling hopscotch and complete your course.

Create a paper airplane using post it notes (make sure the sticky side is on the inside) by folding the 
sticky note in half then folding the top corners inward twice. Them fold the sides downward to produce 
your airplane.

 Fold the post it note at a diagonal so that it is now a triangle. Cross the sides over the center so that it 
looks like its hugging and then open up the cup and fold down the top bits of paper.

Hide a post it note within a room and get a friend to try and find it.

Crumple up a post it and play catch with it.

Rope (Paracord)

Learn how to hand crochet the rope.

Learn how to tie different knots

Play tug of war using only the thumb and index finger to pinch the rope

Play jump the river. Put two ropes a little far apart and students line up in front of rope and jump over the 
distance. Slowly widen the distance between the ropes to make the jump more challenging.

Rubber band

Take a bunch of rubber bands and cross one over another till it starts to grow into a ball

Put your thumb and pointer finger through the inside of the rubber band as if making a right angle with 
your two fingers and then bend your pointer finger in therefore shooting the rubber band outwards

Put your thumb and pointer finger through the rubber band and use your other pointer finger to strum the 
rubber band as if a at home made simple instrument

Take three rubber bands and cross them over one another in a repeated pattern as if braiding hair then 
you can tie the ends in order to make a bracelet

Take two rubber bands and put one through the other and make a knot so you have two circles connected 
then fold it therefore you have a bracelet that can also be used as an anxiety tool

Rubber Band Rocket.  Take the rubber band and see how high you can shoot it in the air.

Rubber Band Handgun
Turn your hand into the shape of a gun. Hook the rubber band under your pinky finger. With your opposite 
hand grab the other end of the rubber band and stretch it over your thumb. Stretch the rubber band past 



your thumb and let it rest on your pointer finger. Open your pinky finger to allow the rubber band to slip off 
and fly forward. The goal is to see who shoots theirs the farthest. 

Target Practice
Pick one spot in the room. Stand on the opposite end of the chosen spot. Try to shoot the rubber band 
and hit the chosen spot. 

Star:   Using the rubber band and your hands, create a star shape.

Rubber Band Transfer:  You will need two bowls. One filled with water and rubber bands, and the other 
one completely empty. Using a spoon, dish out the rubber bands in the water and place them into the 
second bowl. However, the goal is to not transfer any water at all.

Make a bass line - stretch the band to different lengths to adjust the tone and make a tune

Shapes - make stapes with the rubber band by using your fingers to make loops and angles

Make a ball - with enough rubber bands you can make a giant ball of them

Target practice - stretch the band with your fingers and shoot it off while trying to hit something 

Rubber Band (7” long)

Make a slingshot using your fingers

Do cats cradle

Wear it as a bracelet

Tie it into a knot

Stretch it and play it like a guitar

Rubber band jump- tie the rubber band, then attach to something so it will be firm, then jump in and out 
starting with the lowest level and then go higher.

Lay down on the floor, bend your knees, put the rubber band around your knees and exercise taking your 
knees away and then back together. 

Make a bracelet. Cut the rubber, we will need 3 pieces ( 40cm each), make a knot on the end and do the 
braid or make up your own design. 

Rubber band ball-Try to create the ball starting with holding the end of a rubber band and then wrap 
around it until it get bigger and bigger. 

Make a proc- use your fingers, roll a piece of paper, stretch the rubber and let it go. 

Launcher:     Using your non-dominant hand place the rubber band on the tip of your thumb, and with 
your dominant hand use your index and middle finger to drawback. Aim your non-dominant hand at the 
wall and release.

Guitar:     Using your non-dominant hand stretch the rubber band apart as far as possible. Then with your 
dominant hand pluck on one of the sides of the band to produce sound.



Cats cradle:     using both hands pull tension in the rubber band while keeping that tension intertwine your 
fingers to transfer the band. Drop fingers to create new shapes.

Rubber band ball:     Wrap the rubber band around itself and produce a rubber band ball.

Magic knot:     Loop the rubber band around itself so that it looks as if it is two. With the
overlap secured between two fingers pull the top of the back loop through the front loop and 
simultaneously pull the top and bottom of the back loop to produce a slipknot.

Scissors

Spin them flat on the table

Slinky

Find a friend, have them grab the other end of the slinky. Have one of you shake the slinky to create a 
wave motion

Grab both ends of the slinky, create a jump rope motion and continue until it gets tangled, or the loops get 
too big

Pinch both ends of the slinky together, give a throwing motion towards the ground so the slinky dips 
down, try and get as close to the ground as possible without hitting it

Find a few friends. Have one friend hold the other side of the slinky, pulling it a decent amount, creating a 
“limbo-like" activity while the slinky jiggles

Grab the end of the slinky with your whole hand, while putting pressure on it with the inner part of your 
hand so you do not throw the whole thing, toss the slinky out in front of you so you're still holding one side 
and the other comes back to you

Soap Bubbles

Bouncing bubbles: mix water, dish soap and sugar (will need a knit glove to catch the bubble)

Bubble painting: mix paint and bubbles

Straw blowers 

Glow in the dark bubbles 

Blow a bubble inside of another bubble with a straw 

Make shapes with the bubbles or animals

Put a canvas behind them and add food dye to the bubbles

Make as big of a bubble as you can

See how many bubbles you can attach to each other

Blow bubbles in the winter and they will crystallize in the air



Sock (Tube)

How many times can you flip the sock from one side to another within 30 seconds? 

Muppet show- put the sock on your hand and pretend that you are playing a role. 

Roll the sock and use it as a ball/play soccer

Roll the sock and use it as a ball/basketball

Decorate it, make wholes etc. 

Fill with beans and make tiny bean bags 

Cut them into clothes for dolls 

Bubble snakes: cut the bottom off of a soda bottle, then wrap a sock over it, dip it in dish soap and blow 
through the top of the bottle

Heating “pad”: fill with rice and put it in a microwave 

Cut it and put it around pots to make it look nice and decorative 

Make puppets. Give them voices.

Roll socks into a ball and play a catching game

Have two kids face each other bend down. Count them down so they can each try to get a sock from the 
floor. The first student who gets the sock wins

Get an old pair of socks. Have students try to stretch them out as far as possible. Whoever stretches 
them out the farthest wins.

Have students tie one sock to their ankle. Have students face each other trying to get each other’s socks. 
Whoever has no sock left, loses.

Use as a blindfold

Wear it and have someone a noise and guess what the noise was

Wear it and feel an object to guess what it is

Cut it into pieces and use them as coasters

Use as a sling shot

Straw (drinking)

Use your hands and your imagination to bend the straw into any shape to make a 3D shape (circle, 
square etc.)



Hold the straw up and look through the circle in order to use it as a telescope.

Roll up balls of paper and put it in one end of the straw then blow through the other end of the straw and 
aim to hit a specific target.

Stick a straw in a cup of water and blow into the opposite side therefore you’re making bubbles.

Bend the straw into a triangle shape and hold in place by putting one end of the straw into the other side, 
then flick the triangle through two objects to play finger football.

Put paper in the straw and spitball

Make a whistle out of the straw by getting some water in it, bending the neck and blowing in to it

Shoot water out of the straw

Balance the straw on one of the sides with a hole in it

Put the straw in your mouth, tilt head back, blow the straw out of ur mouth and catch it in your mouth.

Straw Tug A War:     Place one straw horizontally in the middle of the table. Then each player is on either 
side of the straw. Then each player needs to take a straw and try to blow the straw towards their 
opponent. The first player to blow the straw to the other side of the table/ towards the other opponent, 
wins!

Straw-mazing!:     This game can be played by yourself or with others. In this game lay the straws in a 
maze pattern on a hard surface (make sure to add tons of “blocks”). Then with your finger try to solve the 
maze. If you are playing with others, one person can make the maze while the other tries to solve it! The 
possibilities are endless! 

Straw Hide and Seek:     This is a two or more-player game. One player is the hider, which hides the 
straws from the other players. This could be in a single room or several rooms. The rest of the players are 
the seekers and need to find the straws. If there is more than one seeker, then the seeker with the most 
straws wins. If there is one seeker, they get until the hider says to stop to find the straws (needs to be 
more than a minute).

Straw Art:     Are you bored and only have straws? Well make straw art! You can make circles, triangles, 
simile faces, and more! This is a great way to have fun and teach kids shapes!

Bubble, bubble:  Have you been to a restraunt or to a dinner where you're bored and only have a straw 
and a drink? Well blow bubbles in your drink with the straw. You can do this by blowing into the straw 
while it's in a liquid! This is a relaxing activity that you can do. 

Take a sticky substance like Play-Do or something else and make a tall tower with the straws

Make a little flute

Fake nails

Fake teeth



Tennis ball

Throw against a solid wall and catch it and continue to do so make sure to switch hands every now and 
then

Take three tennis balls and juggle them

Take a tennis ball and make a 2 in cut in the middle of the ball then color on top of the cut or wherever 
you chose and therefore you’re making face our of the ball that can be later played with

Find a bowl or cup and put it at the end of a table then stand at the other end of the table and try to shoot 
the tennis ball into the cup or bowl

Take a tennis ball and bounce it against the floor bouncing it harder each time to get more height as you 
do this continue to switch hands when you catch the ball

Tennis Ball Tower
On a flat surface, see who can balance the most tennis balls to make the largest tennis ball tower.
 
Distance Throwing
This game will work best in a large open area. At a point from which the thrower is going to start and then 
take it in turns to see who can throw the furthest.

Tennis Ball Relay
Split players into teams. Have players stand in a straight line, each 10 feet apart. All players on one end 
will start with the ball. The first person will throw the ball to the next person and the next person will turn 
around and throw the ball to the third person. If the person doesn't catch it, they must roll it back to where 
it came from, and the person must rethrow it. Throw the ball all the way down to the end and the first team 
that makes it to the end without dropping it, wins. 

Tennis bowling
Make a tower with the tennis balls. Once they are balanced walk to the other side of the room with one 
tennis ball. Roll the tennis ball and aim to knock down the tennis ball tower. The goal is to see who does it 
the quickest. 

Bounce and Swipe
Hold the tennis ball over your head and drop it in front of you. After each drop swipe your hand 
underneath it. See how many times you can swipe your hand underneath the ball without touching the 
ball. 

Bounce the tennis ball over a building

Play wall ball

Put a bottle on a rock wall and throw ball to hit bottle

Play basket ball with tennis ball, very hard

Get two more tennis balls and juggle them

Take your arms out. Holding a tennis ball in one hand let it go so it will roll on your arm, neck, the other 
arm and catch it with the other hand. 



Bounce the ball off the wall and try to catch it with one hand, then try the same with the other hand.

Put a tennis ball on the floor and blow, so the ball will move. The farthest ball wins. 

Throw in the air and clap 4 times

Throw in the air and turn 360 degrees. 

Bounce 2 times on ground then bounce it once on the wall and catch it before it falls 

Bounce off of a chair and catch with non-dominant hand 

Throw the ball over your shoulder and catch with non-dominant hand

Roll to the wall and stop it as close as possible to the wall

Roll tennis ball to change direction

WALL BALL- This game requires more than 3 people. Throw the ball at the wall, make sure it bounces, if 
it doesn’t and someone catches it your out. If you miss the catch, you have to run to the wall before 
someone throws the ball at it in order to stay in. 

HOT POTATO- The ball is on fire, so you must pass it around to everyone in a circle. Set a timer, every 
time it goes off and whoever is holding the is out. 

Double Dribbling:      Dribble two tennis balls at once, last one to not mess up any dribble wins. 

JUGGLING- Last one to not drop any of the 3 given tennis balls wins

DART BALL- Get a dart, stick the ball on the wall, first one to hit it wins

Take the tennis ball and bounce it as high as you can and count how many times the ball bounces before 
it comes to a stop.

Throw the ball into the air and try to catch it behind your back.

Balance the ball on the back of your hand and stand on one foot and see how long you can keep it there.

Stand in a circle and one person starts with the ball. They throw the ball to someone who must jump in 
the air, catch it, and throw it to someone else. If they drop it they are out or if it is a bad throw they are out. 
Play until one person is standing.

One person is in control of the ball and the rest go around the room and pick a spot to stand for the rest of 
the game. The person in charge must close their eyes and roll the ball on the ground. If the ball hits 
anyone they will be out. Play until one person is left and that person will be next in charge.

Bounce it into a target. 

Tie it on a string and use it as a punching bag. 

Balance it on one finger. 

Keep it up in the air using only your legs. 



Throw it as hard as you can to see how high it will bounce.

Get a group of friends and throw the tennis ball at the wall, if a person tries catching the ball and drops it 
they have to run to the wall before another person throws the ball at the wall

Play catch but change how you catch it every time

Hit the ball in the air with your fist and don’t let it touch the floor

Play catch with your pet

Hold the ball in your palm and try to make it around your house without it falling

Tooth Flosser

Make a sound with its (music?)

Clean teeth (of course)

Spin or balance on finger

Toothpick

Flick it though field goal of fingers

Balance it on different fingers

Roll to the end of a table

Balance tip of it on index finger

Weave through fingers

Combinations of the items 10 tasks

Try to roll tennis ball off of table into lunch bag 

Try to lift rock with pipe cleaners

Fold pipe cleaner into club and play tennis ball golf into the paper bag

Pipe cleaner baseball, other items are bases

Bounce tennis ball off post it note 3 times in a row

Juggle tennis ball, pipe cleaner into ball, and balled up post it note



Paper clip field goal

Paper clip and lunch bag origami 

Roll tennis ball around pipe cleaner to hit rock, then roll into a paper clip goal

Bowling with tennis ball and pipe cleaner

Take the rubber band and tie it so there is a knot in the middle then put the two halves on your thumbs 
and have another person but the tennis ball in the middle on your knot and launch it to make a at home 
slingshot

Take the tennis ball that now has a face on it and insert paper clips into the tennis ball in order to give it 
“arms and legs”

Take the straws and paper clips and build a structure that can hold the tennis ball above a surface

Take the paper clip and stick it through the bottom on the eraser cap and create a “human figure”

Take the straw and make a structure that can stand on its own and then take the eraser caps and try to 
catch the eraser caps on top of the straw structure

Roll the tennis ball through a structure that you built out of straws and rubber bands (table soccer)

Take the tennis ball and create an action figure by using the straws, paperclips, and eraser caps to make 
arms, legs, eyes, ears etc.

Take the eraser caps, rubber bands, straws, and paper clips to make jewelry in anyway you see fit 

Take the tennis ball and throw it up in the air and try to hit it with an eraser cap mid-air, first person to hit 
the tennis ball wins

Take the paper clips and rubber bands straws  and create a chain by putting the rubber band through the 
straw and secure it in place with the paper clips then take the eraser caps and place in the middle of the 
structure therefore making an at home sling shot , see how far you can shoot the eraser cap 

Crush up the chalk and mix it with water, then dip a tennis ball in the “paint solution” and bounce it on a 
canvas for a fun art night

Stick a piece of chalk on the end of the straw and try to draw something with your left hand. 

Play the chalk roll game, you roll the chalk on a table and blow it to try and get it to land in a precise area 
on the table, different areas have different scores.

Make two goals out of folded 8 x 10 paper and slide the penny on a table and get PENNY HOCKEY!!!

 Take the 8 x 10 paper, roll up a bunch of little balls and get a straw, stuff them in the straw, automatic 
spitball gun.

Make a paper air plane, but build it so that its powerful enough to have the penny as a passenger, 
passenger penny is fun!



Fold a 8x 10 paper sheet in a v and put it on a down slope, the goal is to roll the penny down the paper to 
the landing surface while still rolling.

A very good challenge is to balance a straw on its side and stand the tennis ball on top, like a golf ball and 
golf tee.

Draw a bullseye archarey target with chalk on the ground, get a penny to flip and try to land on bulls eye, 
coin has to go over your head.

Put penny on top of tennis ball, bounce ball with penny on top so that the penny shoots in to the air then 
catch it with two fingers.

Aim your rubber band towards your balloon and shoot at it. Attempt to either pop the balloon or hit it. 

Wrap rubber bands around one balloon and see how many rubber bands it takes to pop the balloon. 

Using a bottle cap and a rubber band see how far you can fling it across the floor, using the rubber band 
to launch it. 

Tie a rubber band to the lip of the balloon. While holding the rubber band punch the balloon back and 
forth. 

Have two people stand across each other. Have one person throw the balloon at the other person, and 
have the other person throw the tennis ball at the same time. Each person must catch what is thrown at 
them. Last pair to have not dropped something, wins.  

With one hand, balance the tennis ball on the back of your hand. Simultaneously, throw the bottle cap into 
the air and repeatedly catch it with your other hand. 

Using the sticky note, draw little pictures and make sure you have two of the same pictures. Put them in 
the inside of the bottle caps and then face all bottle caps down. Play a memory game with this.

Place a bottle cap on the floor on one end of the room. roll the tennis ball and attempt to get it as close as 
possible to the bottle cap. The person who gets it the closest wins. 

Balance the balloon on your head. At the same time, pass a tennis ball back and forth with your partner. 

Using the balloon and a bottle cap bounce the bottle cap on the balloon as many times as you can 
without it falling. See who can bounce it the most. 

Acorn Caps & Chopsticks - try to catch the caps on the end of the chopsticks 

Blindfold & Playing Cards - wear the blindfold and pick out cards randomly and try to guess what they are 

Pipe Cleanerd & Marbles - use the pipe cleaners to hold the marbles in some kind of way to the point 
where it can be dropped a few times without marbles falling out 

Paper Cups & Quarters - try flipping quarters (using your thumb and index finger) into the cups 

Ping Pong Ball & Cups - try to bounce the bounce into the cup form a decent distance 

Round-Mung Beans & Chopsticks - use the chopsticks to try and pick up a bean. Try to pick up more than 
one at the same time if it's too easy. 



Rock & String - find a way to use the string to securely lift the rock up without holding it. 

Chalk & Bottle Caps - use the chalk to draw a circle. Not too close to the circle, try and toss the bottle 
caps into the circle. 

Lunch Bag & Cork - throw the cork as high as you can and try to catch it inside the lunch bag. 

Business Cards & Straw - try to balance as many business cards as you can on the end of a straw.

Juggle Mania: Using balloons juggle with your hands and keep the balloons from hitting the ground with 
your feet. See how long you can go without a balloon hitting the floor.

Target Game: Using a hula hoop and a lacrosse ball, try and throw the ball into the hula hoop from a far 
distance.

Paper Airplane Football Game: Using a paper airplane made from post-it notes try and throw it to another 
person who is holding up their fingers in the shape of a goal post.

Knock Over Game: Using a ping pong ball roll the ball from one side of the table to the other side of the 
table where a nickel is standing up on its edge and try and knock it over.

Pop and Dot Game: Using hula hoops and balloons that are tied to your ankle, try and pop your 
opponent's balloon but only when you're in a hula hoop. The last one standing wins.

Portal 2 Game: Using only 5 hula hoops, 4 people and 4 balloons try and get from one side of the room to 
the other without stepping out of the hoop and only moving a hoop that you are not in. Also, when doing 
this try and keep your balloons in the air.

Monkey in the Middle 2 Game: Using 2 balloons and 3 people, two people pass the balloons back and 
forth and the other person must try and steal it.

Rolling and Passing Game: Using a hula hoop and a lacrosse ball, roll the hula hoop on its edge and see 
how many times you and a partner throw a ball through the hula hoop and catch it.

Balloon Hut Game: Using the 7 hula hoops, balloons and friends, build a hula hoop hut and try to stick as 
many balloons as you can in the hut.
Wall Ball 2 Game: Using a lacrosse ball and a balloon, throw the ball across the wall and catch it and 
repeat with a partner while both of you keep the balloon up in the air.

Toss jacks on floor. Roll a die. Bounce ball and pick up same number of jacks as number rolled on die 
then catch ball.

Lay cup on side at one end of table. Use chopstick to hit ball into cup from opposite end of table. (Only 
get one shot) 

Roll a die down line drawn in chalk on sidewalk. Toss ball toward dice making the ball bounce at dice on 
the same number rolled. (if rolled 3, ball must bounce twice and then right at the dice on third bounce) 

Use chopstick to roll ball around figure “8”. Must keep ball on lines. 

Place up right on table. Use chopstick to hit jacks into cup form opposite side of table.

Balance a jack, ball, and a die on a chopstick.



Place cup on floor at one end of table. Roll ball across table, making it land in the cup on floor at opposite 
end of table.

Juggle a die, a chopstick, ball, and jack.

Line 8 jacks on each side of table. Use a chopstick to hit ball toward opposite end of table to know 
opponents jacks off table. Can not stop opponents’ ball with hands, must use chopstick. 

Place cup on chair at end of table. Line up jacks (like pool balls) at opposite end of table. Use chop stick 
to hit ball into jacks to land in cup.

Make a slingshot using the rubber band, pipe cleaners then use the pong ball to fling it

Use the pipe cleaners and garbage bags to make a purse

Use the pipe cleaners and garbage bag to make a glider parachute

Fling the rubber band at sticky notes like a target

Use the pipe cleaners to create a track, sticky notes as obstacles then roll the pong ball through the 
course

Use the garbage bag and tie the rubber band 4 inches from the closed portion of the bag to create a 
ghost decoration

Put post it notes on a wall and use the pipe cleaners to throw them like darts at the sticky notes that will 
act as targets

Tie the rubber band around the ping pong ball and connect pipe cleaners to the rubber band to create a 
necklace with a pendant

Place the pong ball on the floor and aim then shoot the rubber band at it to see how good the aim is and 
how far the ball will move

Play baseball using the pipe cleaners as a bat, the pong ball as the baseball and use sticky notes for the 
bases

With: rubber band and pong ball, launch the pong ball with the rubber band to hit a target

snap the rubber band against the pong ball to make a beat

With chalk and paper, use the chalk to draw on the paper

Use chalk to color in your origami creations

Use chalk to color in your mask

Use chalk to color paper plane

Use chalk to color boat

With: chalk and pong ball use chalk as mini paddles for ping pong for an extra challenge!

Use chalk as a bat for mini baseball



Blade of grass and pong ball, harmonize with a friend using the pong ball flute and grass whistle

Bowling – tie with a rubber band a few chalks together and pretend that they are a pin, then use a tennis 
ball to knock them down. 

Create a tent using popsicle sticks, a rubber band, and a sock. 

Create a basketball hoop, using sticks and sock and then score points with a tennis ball. 

Build a house with popsicle sticks using rubber band and then color it with chalk. 

Crush the chalk, put it inside the sock and throw it over the rubber band. 

Make a labyrinth from popsicle sticks, then tie the rubber band around the tennis ball so you can hold the 
end. Try to pass the labyrinth without touching the sticks. 

Tie the rubber band around the tennis ball and pretend that it is a yoyo

Connect popsicle sticks with rubber band and create two soccer nets, then use a tennis ball to score 
points. 

Use the rubber band as a pink pong net, create a racquet from popsicle and play ping pong. 

Make a pan from the sticks, attach the rubber band with a ball on the end and bounce it. 

Table Hockey:     This game requires a chopstick, a ping pong ball and post it notes. Using post it notes 
create a goal at the end of the table using three post it notes (two going vertically one being horizontal in 
the middle of the two vertical post it notes). Then at the opposite side of the table to where the goal is, 
take the chopstick and try to push the ping pong ball into the goal.

What Am I?:     Each person gets a word that is written on a sticky note by a pencil and is stuck to their 
forehead. Each person must guess what word is stuck to their head by the way the other players describe 
the word (The person giving clues can't say the word that is stuck to the person's head).  First one to 
guess their word, wins!
Blow, Blow Soccer:     Make two goals at each end of the table with sticky notes (two going vertically one 
being horizontal in the middle of the two vertical post it notes). One player stands by one goal and the 
other player stands at the other goal. Placing a ping pong ball in the center of the table, each player tries 
to blow the ping pong ball into their opponent's goal using straws. First one to scores, yells I blow and 
wins!

Tenn-ong:     Using the post, it notes make a vertical line (with five sticky notes) across the table by 
making the sticky notes stand upright (stick the sticky part to the table and then make a fold at the base 
so the not sticky part is in the air). Then one opponent stands on one side of the barrier and the other 
player stands on the other side of the barrier. Then to determine who serves first play “rock, paper, 
scissors, shoot” (best out of three). The first person to serve gets to bounce the ping pong ball on the 
table and hit the ball to the other player across the table, which the player then needs to hit the ball back 
across the table within one bounce of the ball on their side. If the ball bounces more than one time without 
a hit on the given player's side, the other player gets a point. Also, if the ball goes out of bounds, which is 
off the table, then the other player gets a point. Lastly, if anyone knocks over the sticky notes or crosses 
the sticky notes with chopsticks, then their opponent gets a point. The first player to get ten points wins!

Fishing For Straws:     This is a four-player game! In this game there are two teams (2 people on 1 team 
and 2 people on the other). In the teams one person needs to be a fisher (Standing near the straws) and 



the other one needs to be the caller (behind the sticky note). With this said, on the ground there will be 4 
straws for each fisher and five feet apart from the straws will be a post it notes for each fisher. The goal is 
that the fisher will be closing their eyes and caller needs to direct the fisher to pick each straw up with a 
pair of chopsticks and move it to their teams' sticky note. The caller could give their fisher directional 
terms, motivations, updates on the other team etc. The caller also has a role to sabotage the other team. 
Each caller will get 1 straw, 1 pencil, and one ping bong ball. The caller can use these items in any 
creative way to get the opponent's straws off the sticky note. The caller, however, can't move from behind 
their sticky notes. The first team to get all the straws on the sticky note wins!

This Blows!:     This is a racing game with a straw and a ping pong ball. For this game two players start at 
one end of the table/floor and use a straw to try to blow their ping pong ball 10 feet in front of where they 
started. The first player to reach the 10ft mark (which will be marked with a sticky note) wins!

Fall Over:     Using chopsticks and pencils, place the chopsticks horizontally and the pencils vertically on 
top of each other.  There will be five layers in total (First layer horizontal chopsticks, 2nd  vertical pencils, 
3rd horizonal chopsticks, 4th vertical pencils, 5th horizonal chopsticks). Then each player takes a turn 
pulling out a chop stick or a pencil (it can't be from the top layer) and then must re-stack the pencil or 
chopstick on top of the tower (if they pull out a pencil put it vertically on top of the tower, if they pull out a 
chopstick place it horizontally on the tower).  The player that makes the tower fall loses. 

Floating:     Taking a straw and a crumpled up sticky note try to blow the sticky note into the air as long as 
you can! 

Elimination:     Using a crumpled up sticky note flick the sticky note at the opponent on a table. If the 
sticky note falls off the table or hits the opponent, then the player who flicked the sticky note gets a point. 
After five points the given player receives a straw to better protect themselves. After ten points the player 
wins!

Draw it:     Using a pencil and a sticky note a player must draw what is being described to them by 
another player. The player has a minute to draw what is being described to them. If they draw it then they 
get a point. If they fail to draw it, then a point will be deducted. The first person to have five points wins! 

Marbles and Cord of Rope: Form a circle with the rope and see if anyone can throw a marble inside the 
circle without it bouncing out

Marbles and Dice: Have student roll two dice. With whatever number they roll have them take that many 
marbles and make a shape with the marbles.

Marbles and Post-It Notes: Place different colored Post-It Notes on floor and assign each color with a 
specific number of points. Have students roll a marble on the Post-It Notes. If the marble stops rolling on 
top of the Post-It Note they gain that many points.

Marbles and Sock: Put marbles in a sock and tie the end with the hole. Have students throw the sock to 
see who can throw it the farthest.

Cord of Rope and Dice: Pick two new students each round. Have both students roll the dice. Whichever 
student rolls the lowest number gets to pick that many students to be on their team first. The next student 
then picks from the remaining students. Have both teams play tug of war against each other

Cord of Rope and Sock: Have students throw the rope on the floor to make a shape on the ground. Have 
students perform a puppet show with the shape of the rope.

Cord of Rope and Post-It Notes: Have students lay out Post-It Notes as markers to distance. Have 
students throw the cord of rope to see who can throw it in between the Post-It notes.



Dice and Post-It Notes: Tic Tac Toe: Lay three rows and three columns of white Post-It Notes. Give each 
student different colored Post-It Notes. Have both students take turns rolling two dice. The student who 
scores the highest gets to go first. Have them play a game of tic tac toe with their different colored Post-It 
Notes.  

Dice and Sock: Sock Throwing Race – Have students roll dice to see how many socks they can use to 
make the biggest sock ball they can. (Ex: if they roll a four they can use four socks, if they roll six they can 
use six socks). When they finish making the ‘sock ball’ have them throw it to as far as they can to see 
who can throw it the farthest.

Post-It Notes and Sock: Stick one Post-It Note on the floor. Have students use two socks to roll into one 
ball. Make ten different sock balls. Make sure that five sock balls are a different color than the other five. 
Separate students into teams of two. Have students attempt to roll the sock balls on or as close as they 
can to the sticky notes. For an extra challenge, give students the opportunity to hit other socks out of the 
way. The team with the closest sock ball to the sticky note wins.

Target practice:     Place a sticky note on the wall which will serve as your target. Place the ball point pen 
inside an un-inflated balloon, then pinch the tip of the balloon opposite the opening and draw back. Once 
you have aimed at the target release to launch the pen.

Hangman:     Using the post it notes and the pen create a character spread out across multiple notes 
vertically. Place your character on the wall along with enough sticky notes to fill out your chosen word.

Tick tack toe:     Using post it notes and the pen play tick tack toe with a friend. Determine who is who and 
play till three in a row.

 Perfect circle:     Unfold the center of the paper clip by flipping it outward. Hold one end of the paper clip 
on the post it note with one finger and on the other end place the pen and keep tension; then draw your 
circle on the post it note.

Make a punch balloon:     To an inflated balloon wrap a rubber band around the stem.

Lets go fishing:     Unfold a paper clip and make a makeshift hook and attach it to a rubber
band. Then rip up some post it notes leaving them big enough to poke a hole in using the
pen. Then place them in a pile and try to catch as many ‘fish’ as you can.

Static pick up game:     Rub a filled balloon on a piece of clothing to produce static
electricity. Using the balloon try and pick up post it notes off of a surface.

Spinner:     Make a spinner out of a post it and paper clip by unraveling a paper clip to
where half is still curved and the rest is straight. Make categories on the post it note that the spinner can 
land on. Have the straight end pointing outward and the curved part is in the center of the sticky note.

Count it out:     On a series of post it notes label each one with a number. Then attach the amount of 
paper clips to the corresponding post it.

Shaker:     Crumple up some post it notes and place them inside a balloon then inflate and see what 
noise it makes

Set up the chalk and stand them up. Then try to roll the tennis ball and knock them down.

Place the chopsticks on the ground making a narrow path and try to roll the dime to get it to roll in 
between that path.



Using chalk write 1-6 on something and use the dice roll 5 times. Then write down how many times you 
get each number.

Roll both the tennis ball and dime and see which one goes furthest.

Use the chopsticks as sticks to hit the tennis ball like in hockey.

Try to juggle 2 dice and a dime.

Try to hit the tennis ball with chopsticks like a bat.

Use chalk to create a racetrack and try to roll the ball on that track.

Use one dice and whatever number that is try to bounce the tennis ball that many times across a table.

Roll the dice and count the total amount of the dice, you have that many seconds to try to roll the tennis 
ball into a zone. Use the dice and create a big square. Try to roll the tennis ball into that zone.

Make a pin-wheel with paper and a construction paper

Cut a business card to make a cool shapes with the soap bubbles and you can even shave up some of 
the chalk to create color and then put it on paper to make art

With the chalk shaving and soap bubbles combined you can just paint with them

With the business cards and a straw make a pin wheel but one that can also blow bubbles for fun with 
kids

Make up fake secrets agent names with the used business cards and labels for make belive fun

Pick up sticks but with how many bubbles you can pop and straws you can collect

With a straw and a Business card put the straw in your mouth and see how long you can keep the 
business card in the air for

Use the paper as a target for the tennis ball

Use the popsicle sticks as paddles, paper balls as balls for table top pinball

Stick the paper clips into the tennis ball

Launch paper clips off the popsicle stick

Use the popsicle sticks as goal posts, fold the paper into a football and kick (flick) field goals.

Hold a tennis ball between two chopsticks and try not to drop it.

Use scissors to cut paper into strips and then glue them on to a popsicle stick for a popsicle stick 
mustache

See how many paper clips you can slide onto a popsicle stick in 20 seconds.

Add dice to a sock and use it as a new way to roll dice



Place tennis ball inside sock, draw a face on the outside of the sock

Draw on socks with sharpie and chalk, tie dye them with rubbing alcohol

Glue dice onto a tennis ball for eyes, make a figure out of it

Draw on sidewalk with chalk, smear it with sock and see the design

Bowling- with dice as the pins and the tennis ball as the bowling ball

Try and get the tennis ball to roll over a piece of chalk without crushing it

Juggle with tennis ball and dice while wearing sock puppets

Sock puppet show that include all materials

Label the tennis ball’s different sides with the sharpie, whatever number it lands on its a drawing cue that
you then have to draw as quickly as possible in chalk - whoever makes it the fastest wins

Put the tennis ball in a blindfold and shoot it into the air, trying to catch it with the garbage bag

Fold the paper into a paper airplane and try and throw it into a open garbage bag without the airplane 
getting hit by the tennis ball

Roll the tennis ball on the floor and try and get it onto the acorn top

Wearing a blindfold, have someone bounce a ball and try and catch it with the 
bag without seeing the ball

Using garbage bags you and a friend can race while having tennis balls thrown at your legs

Make a box and put the acorn cap in it, try and transport this box from one place to another without it 
being stolen from you

Have two teams, both with guards wearing blindfolds and try and not let the other team take the tennis 
ball from your side, but only the blindfolded guards can stop them

Have a blindfolded person with a tennis ball, then have another team with three people try and sneak 
behind the blindfolded person to take their acorn cap, if the blindfolded person hears a person they can 
try and hit that person with their tennis ball

Fold pieces of paper into a hat and store an acorn underneath one of the hats have about 5 people wear 
the hats but only one has the acorn underneath, the person with the acorn will snap every 10 seconds, 
then a person trying to find the acorn will go around blindfolded and listen for the snap, the person can 
move around to try and avoid getting found, but by the end the blindfold person must find the acorn 
wielder by only the snaps

Play wall ball but with a twist, throw the ball against the wall as you normally would but if a person gets 
out they can either wait until the next round or get an extra life but can only wear a garbage bag 

Create a play-doh sculpture and place it on one side of a room. Take the old gift card and launch it by 
flicking or throwing at the play-doh and try to slice it or get it stuck in the sculpture



Roll the baseball across the floor but create obstacles with the play-doh and fidget spinner to try and 
obstruct the roll
  
Spin the fidget spinner and try and balance it on top of the baseball, then hold the baseball by the base

Wrap play-doh around the base of the slinky then put the old gift card on the ground. Stand up and 
attempt to go “fishing” for the card

Put the slinky on a table across the room. Roll up a ball of play-doh and try and toss it in the slinky (Very 
basketball-like)

Lay the slinky on its side on the floor. Place the baseball a few feet from it, and use the old gift card as a 
“golf club” to hit the ball into the slinky
Lay out the play-doh on a table and flatten it. Use the old gift card to cut shapes out and create a 
sculpture

Grab the baseball and play-doh. Place the play-doh on the table and try to make impressions of the laces 
of the baseball on the play-doh

Create sound and music with the fidget spinner and the old gift card by spinning the spinner and having 
the card hit it. Hold the card stronger or lighter for different effects
              
Spin the fidget spinner in your hand while grabbing the baseball to place on top of the center piece. Then, 
attempt to place the contraption on your forehead and continue to balance and spin

______________

Scoppetto
1. Keys
2. Nail polish
3. Command hook
4. $10 bill
5. Lemon

Five Interesting/Challenging things that I can do by itself:

Keys:
1. With keys, you can drive your car
2. With keys, you can open a bottle
3. With keys, you can open a door
4. With keys, you can protect yourself with them
5. With keys, you can make a necklace

Nail polish:
1. With nail polish, you can paint finger nails
2. With nail polish, you can paint toenails
3. With nail polish, you can paint a picture
4. With nail polish, you can touch up an appliance
5. With nail polish, you can seal an envelope

Command Hook:
1. With command hooks, you can hang up pictures
2. With command hooks, you can hang up clothes
3. With command hooks, you can hang decorations
4. With command hooks, you can make a necklace
5. With command hooks, you can organize jewelry

$10 bill:
1. With a $10 bill, you can Buy something for $10
2. With a $10 bill, you can exchange it for two $5 bills
3. With a $10 bill, you can exchange it for ten $1 bills
4. With a $10 bill, you can fold and make a craft out of it
5. With a $10 bill, you can collect them

Lemon:



1. With a lemon, you can eat it whole
2. With a lemon, you can make lemonade
3. With a lemon, you can make lemon juice
4. With a lemon, you can cut it open
5. With a lemon, you can clean

10 additional tasks:
1. Hit the keys off the command hook by throwing a lemon, reward is $10
2. Paint your nails, try not to smudge them by hanging keys on the hook and making lemonade, reward is $10
3. Roll a $10 perfectly like a burrito with keys, command hook, nail polish, and a lemon inside of it
4. Spend $10 on a lemon, command hook, a key, and nail polish
5. Paint the lemon, roll it in a straight line next to the $10 bill, keys, and command hook, it cannot touch the items
6. Cut up a lemon with car keys, hang the skin on a command hook and paint it with nail polish
7. Paint the command hook with nail polish and put the keys on it, guessing when it is dried 
8. Paint a $10 bill with nail polish
9. Use nail polish to paint a lemon and throw it at the keys
10. Squeeze a lemon through a rolled up dollar bill, into a bottle of nail polish, hang up using a command hook after completed. 

—————-
O’Connor

1. Potato: cut it, throw it, break it, juggle it, eat it 
2. Water bottle: toss it, flip it, spin it, land it, land it upside down 
3. Chair: sit in it, stand on it, kneel on it, pick it up, push it 
4. Periodic Table: count the electrons, count the neutrons, find the atomic number, find the charge of the element, you can figure out if it is a metal 

or non-metal 
5. Gum: you can chew it, blow bubbles, stick it on the wall, you can swallow it, can throw it away 
6.  Shoe: can wear it, can tie it, you can run with them, you can get them dirty, you can clean them. 

———————————-

Galbo 

Carrot: eat it, cook it, break it, bury it, paint a picture of it 

Bottle cap: fold it flip it like a quarter, put a hole in it, roll it on its side, throw it up + catch it 

Folding table: put food on it, play pong on it, bring it to a bills game, sleep on it, crawl underneath it 

Pillow: have a pillow fight, put your head on it, throw it at a wild animal, sit on it, use it as a bowling ball 

Toenail clippers: cut fingernails, cut toenails, cut fishing line, dig a hole, fold back and forth like a fidget toy 

Sleep on the folding table using the pillow 

Clip carrot with toenail clippers 

Cut stitching off the pillow with toenail clippers 

Clip bottle cap onto a folding table 

Stuff the pillow with carrots + bottle caps and throw it on the table 

Smash bottle caps into carrot 

Catapult carrot edge of the table(chop down method) 

Put bottlecaps on the legs of the table 

Clip toenails on top of the table and put shavings into the pillow 

Put head in the pillow, jump off the table onto carrot, clippers, and bottlecap 
——— 
Glass* 
Computer-go on Internet, take it Apart, play video game, listen to music, learn to hack 
Red bull can- Drink it, throw it away, recycle it, fill it with water, Crush it with shoe 
Shoe- tie shoe, tie shoes together, run in shoe, walk in shoe, take shoe off 
Gallon of Milk- Pour it on your head, drink it, throw it from the parking garage, make cereal, make chocolate milk  
Pencil-Draw, spin it like a drummer, write a book, do math, make a grey drawing 

Listen to music on computer and learn to hack 
Crush a red bull with your shoe and recycle it 
Tie your shoes together and take them off 
Pour a gallon of milk on your head and make cereal with it 
Spin a pencil like a drummer and make a grey drawing with it 

Spin fast 10 times, 20 MPH on a tricycle, sitting Down, running slowly, drawing Fast, writing slowly, tying efficiently, fast typer, slow typer, slow drinker.  

Go on the internet typing slowly to learn to hack and listen to music 
Slow drink a redbull to fill it with water and throw it away 



Spin fast 10 times pour a gallon of milk on your head and throw the carton from the garage 

——————— 

Hula Hoops
1.) Portal Game: Using only 4 hula hoops and a group of friends, try and get from one side of the room to the other without stepping out of the hoop 
and only moving a hoop that you are not in.
2.) Hula Hoop House Game: Using the 7 hula hoops and friends, build a hula hoop hut and try to get as many people as possible to crawl through it 
without it falling apart.
3.) Hula Hula Game: Using the hula hoop, try and see how many hula hoops you can hula without them falling.
4.) Rolling Hula Hoop Game: Using a hula hoop, see how far you can role the hula hoop without it falling over.
5.) Rolling and Jumping Through Time Game: Using a hula hoop, roll the hula hoop and see how many times you can jump through it without falling.


